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				Price 
				

				

				
				
					
							Color
							
									    White
	    Bone
	    Beige
	    Aluminum
	    Mocha
	    Silver
	    Brown
	    Charcoal
	    Brushed Bronze
	    Black



							

						
	
								Outdoor / Water Safe
								
										 Outdoor Use


								

							
	
								Lift Styles
								
										 Motorized
	 Cordless
	 Top Down Bottom Up
	 Corded


								

							
	
								Light Control
								
										 Light Filtering
	 Room Darkening
	 Blackout
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													Essential 1 inch Cordless Privacy Mini Blinds

												

												
																											$61.50

														 $16.95
																									

												
													Shop/Free Samples
												

											

										

									

								

											

								

			Also consider our best selling related blinds and shades: 
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													Top Down Bottom Up Cordless Cellular Shades Exquisite

												

												
																											$142.23

														 $38.17
																									

												
													Shop/Free Samples
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													Day and Night Blackout Cordless Cellular Shades Eclipse 

												

												
																											$250.97

														 $76.69
																									

												
													Shop/Free Samples
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													Sheer Light Filtering Shades Zebra Elegance 

												

												
																											$225.33

														 $59.8
																									

												
													Shop/Free Samples
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													Room Darkening Sheer Shades Zebra Elegance

												

												
																											$299.30

														 $65.79
																									

												
													Shop/Free Samples
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													Motorized Sheer Light Filtering Zebra Shades Elegance 

												

												
																											$699.33

														 $209.8
																									

												
													Shop/Free Samples
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													Plain Classic Top Down Bottom Up Roman Shade - Essential

												

												
																											$430.93

														 $130.68
																									

												
													Shop/Free Samples
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													Soft Fold Top Down Bottom Up Roman Shade - Essential

												

												
																											$468.07

														 $141.82
																									

												
													Shop/Free Samples
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													Soft Roman Shade - Essential

												

												
																											$354.73

														 $107.82
																									

												
													Shop/Free Samples
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													Motorized Light Filtering Essential Roller Shades 

												

												
																											$606.63

														 $183.39
																									

												
													Shop/Free Samples
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													Light Filtering Roller Shades Essential 

												

												
																											$129.87

														 $32.96
																									

												
													Shop/Free Samples
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				The artistically engineered slats and sleek head rail of room darkening vinyl mini blinds give your room’s interior a chic appearance. And the cordless operation ensure utmost safety when there are children and pets around.

You can easily customize them for color, size, stuff, and finish. 

Depending on the size of your room’s window, you can go for 18, 30, 40, 50, 60, and 72 inches along length and width. If you want to install them on a small kitchen window, you would probably choose the sizes of 30, 40, and 50 inches.

Note: The word mini in the phrase “cordless room darkening mini blinds” refers to the small size of the slats. It does not mean that they are only built for small window treatments.

What Are Different Types of Mini Blinds?

There is not a single criterion to put mini blinds into different types. Cordless room darkening mini blinds differ from each other based on material, size, color, and finish.

When it comes to material, room darkening vinyl mini blinds are very popular. Regarding size, they can be as small as just 18 x 18 inches or as big as 72 x 72 inches.

White, bone, mocha, silver, and charcoal are some of the popular color that homeowners usually go for. Meanwhile, a baked enamel finish protects them against fading and aging.

How to Install Mini Blinds?

At Affordable Blinds, you can easy-to-install cordless room darkening vinyl mini blinds using some DIY tips. With a little care, you can also give professional look and feel to your installation. 

They usually come with hidden brackets that can be conveniently fixed to the interior or exterior of the window frame.

How to Clean Mini Blinds? 

A vacuum cleaner, a piece of clean cloth, and a blower can be used to remove dust from the mini blinds. But, if there are hard stains, you may need to wash them with warm water in a bathtub. 

To remove stains, you can use baking soda, which is a natural stain fighter. Meanwhile, adding a small amount of dish soap to baking soda will intensify the cleaning effect.

How to Measure for Mini Blinds?

Accuracy is a crucial factor while measuring cordless room darkening mini blinds. That is why you need to take measurements at three different points, i.e., the top, center, and bottom of the window frame. 

And, if you’re going to install room darkening vinyl mini blinds at the edges of the window hole, you should add 3 to 4 inches along the length and width for better insulation and room darkening effect.

How to Fix Mini Blinds?

The procedure to fix mini blinds depends on the type of fault or malfunction. If the brackets come off, you can re-fix them using screws and a screwdriver. If slats break, you’ll need to replace them. 

And if there is a complex issue, you may need to get the help of a professional to fix the mini blinds.

What Sizes Do Mini Blinds Come in?

Cordless room darkening mini blinds for windows offer a great variety in sizes. For example, depending on the dimensions of your window, you can get a mini blind as small as just 18 x 18 inches, along the length and width.

On the other hand, the extra-large mini blinds – measuring 72 x 72 inches are meant for bigger window holes. Obviously, you can choose any size in the range of 18 to 72 inches, like 30 x 40 inches, 40 x 50 inches, and 50 x 60 inches.

What Are Standard Size Mini Blinds?

The standard size mini blinds usually measure 30 x 40 inches, 40 x 50 inches, and 50 x 60 inches. The standard size cordless room darkening mini blinds may measure differently based on your window type.

For example, bathrooms and kitchens usually require small-sized windows. On the other hand, living rooms and bedrooms will have larger vinyl mini blinds.

Summing up

Cordless room darkening mini blinds will make a great addition to your home with their exquisite aesthetic appeal and multi-functioning potential. As a window treatment, you can provide you with privacy, insulation, fade protection, glare reduction, energy saving, light control, and room darkening. 

Based on material, size, and color, there are several different types of cordless room darkening mini blinds.
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                    HERE TO HELP
                    

                    We are here to help! Check out FAQ's Database or contact
                        us:

                    Customer Service
                    	
                                
                                Phone: (800) 863-6109 
	Text: (562) 732-4500 
	
                                
                                Send us an email 
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